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You can buy this book cheaper if combined with "Unraveling HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript" here:
http://www..com/dp/B00OX1ZVTMThis is the book to Learn Bootstrap (v3.3) from!Source code
samples: http://tinyurl.com/unravelingBootstrap33If you want to create professional looking web
applications or fine prototypes, youâ€™re at the right place. The Bootstrap framework I treat in this
book is a great place to start. Iâ€™ve learned a lot from my failures, and the knowledge Iâ€™m
going to share with you is rather about practice than theory. I stuffed this book full with examples
and simple recipes.Check this sample (Chapter 2): http://1drv.ms/1qnoTnfIf you have already
experiences withBootstrap, this books helps you to recap the fundamental conceptsâ€”and
teachyour fellowsâ€”for the price of a cappuccino!Contents At a Glance:Chapter 1: A Short Tour of
Bootstrap (5 Exercises)Chapter 2: The Bootstrap Layout Model (12 Exercises)Chapter 3: Styles
Related to HTML Markup (16 Exercises)Chapter 4: Tables and Forms (16 Exercises)Chapter 5:
Navigation Components (22 Exercises)Chapter 6: Page Structure Components (15
Exercises)Chapter 7: Extra Bootstrap Components (19 Exercises)Chapter 8: Customizing Bootstrap
(3 Exercises)Contact MeYou can contact me through this e-mail: dotneteer@hotmail.com
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This is probably the first tech manual I've read in which all examples worked!Excellent introduction
into bootstrap and a must for anyone wanting to get beyond "Hello World". I intend to keep this as a
quick reference for some of the nicer things one can do with bootstrap. During the last 6 months I
have been migrating from server-side Java development into web site development and this is the
book I've been looking for. It pulls it all together. I'm just sorry I didn't buy the 2 for 1 version. Now
I'm going to get the other book to complete my education.

I've started reading this book yesterday and I have to say that it's full of nice examples, instead of
dull theory.Made me understand some classes of Bootstrap that I hadn't before. Nice beginner's
book. You have to definitely test the code by yourself and not just read it.Overall, It's well written
and the price is very low.

Another great book from IstvÃ¡n NovÃ¡k. It drives you through the important elements of the
Bootstrap via short code examples. Using the code examples you can put together a well-designed
web application skeleton in a few hours. The book introduces the basic concept of customizing the
basic Bootstrap design.

Very nice book. Small samples which make reading more enjoyment. Every topic is to the point and
not covered with lot of text. Too much information is no information and it looks likes author knows
that. I have few books on Bootstrap and I don't know why I bough this one, but now I think that was
a best buy.

A good learning resource for a very low price. The examples are generally clear and straightforward.
The English is a bit halting in just a few spots but 99% of the time, the language is clear. Examples
are relevant and thorough. I imagine you can find learning resources for Bootstrap that are free, but
I thought the content here coupled with the very low purchase price made this book a great deal.
I've already started on the author's Unravelling Angular and it also looks very good.One word of
warning, you really should be at least moderately familiar with CSS before tackling this book. I
suppose it's possible to just follow along with the examples, but if you begin using Bootstrap in
earnest, you are bound to run into layout issues eventually, and if you know nothing about CSS, you
will have a lot of difficulty understanding what has gone wrong. If you are very experience in CSS,
so much the better. The author makes a good case for a Bootstrap user as someone who knows

how to build web pages, but with little or no experience as a web designer. Such a person can
quickly use Bootstrap to build a site that maybe won't win any awards, but also won't stink up the
place. I am therefore the exact target demographic for the book.

I am new to Bootstrap, my CSS knowledge is dated. Hence I got this book Unraveling Bootstrap. It
starts with basics and keeps building on it. It doesn't teach you great design for that you will need a
book on Photoshop on UI, but the book does a great job on hand holding you to learn and use
Bootstrap templates.

After I complain about the Table of Contents issue Istvan fixed the problem overnight and
uploadedthe fixed version online. This shows Istvan cares and stands behind his work, customers
can have high level of trust in his book, highly recommended.in Kindle version, the Table of
Contents shows almost nothing, make it very hard to move to different chapter, please see the pic
below.

I recommend this book highly for anyone that needs to learn Bootstrap quickly. It contains
numerous code examples and screen shots that show the results of the code. While it's great for
learning Bootstrap, it will also serve as a good reference, because of the many examples. It's well
organized and clearly written. The length of the book was perfect - not too long, but still plenty of
details. Just overall a great book.
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